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A LiDAR-Based Approach
to Quantitatively
Assessing Streetscapes

the ISSUE
More than a century of research suggests that the size and spatial location of various streetscape
features impacts walkability, livability, road safety, and other outcomes. However, current techniques
for measuring/mapping streetscapes are limited to subjective audit-based methods, crude feature
counts, or simple 2D Geographic Information System processing of roadside features.

the RESEARCH
Researchers investigated objective methods to extract streetscape features with three different
classes of light detection and ranging (LiDAR) processed with 3D volumetric pixels (voxels). LiDAR is
a sophisticated aerial surveying and remote sensing technology that is becoming widely available for
public use. The first part of the research investigated what streetscape features are detectable within
the common USGS QL1 standards. Previous work looked at USGS QL2 LiDAR data, and the results
were limited to buildings and street trees. Results from QL1 LiDAR data, being four times denser than
QL2 data, suggest that many more streetscape features are detectable.
The second streetscape LiDAR dataset this report investigates is a mobile LiDAR dataset. Mobile LiDAR
collects more than 2,000 points per square meter, which facilitated the measuring and quantifying of
features such as small landscape furniture, traffic signage, and traffic signals that were not detectable
with publicly available USGS LiDAR.
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the FINDINGS
Several streetscape areas with QL1 coverage in Las Vegas, NV, were
processed and analyzed. In addition to street trees and buildings, an
analyst can also legitimately extract and statistically quantify walls,
fences, landscape vegetation, light posts, traffic lights, power poles,
power lines, street signs, and miscellaneous street furniture.
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The results of the mobile LiDAR analysis suggest that mobile
LiDAR’s density allows for much smaller voxels and to thoroughly
measure smaller streetscape features in 3D. This also includes
street trees, light/lampposts, street furniture, traffic and commercial
signage, building window proportions, awnings, and enclosed
courtyard restaurants. Moreover, mobile LiDAR’s density, tied to the
ability to quantify features into smaller voxels, facilitated the ability
to objectively measure and categorize these streetscape features in
walkable, downtown-like streetscapes.
The LiDAR datasets studied can measure and quantify nearly all
features found in a standard streetscape. The methods presented
in this report for classifying and quantifying streetscape features
into voxel height zones ultimately allow for comprehensive tabular
descriptive statistics to be generated for any single or multiple
features within a streetscape.

the IMPACT
With LiDAR’s high precision and accuracy, this project suggests
that the methods discussed provide the most objective 3D spatial
location of streetscape feature data, which can ultimately be
applied to better predict the impact of the streetscape environment
on traffic safety, walkability, and other outcomes. LiDAR analytics
have the potential to supplement and/or replace time-consuming
and possibly subjective audit-based streetscape measures.
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